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Editorial                                                  

 

AKANA Members, 

 

The summer of smoke and heat is finally over and fall has arrived.  I hope everyone is geared up for 
another winter in AK.  

In this edition, you will hear from the Education Committee, giving an update from our annual meeting 
last March and an introduction to new Education Committee Members.   

Our President, Matt Harringer, has written an essay, introducing himself to the members.  Please take a 
minute to read his comments.  Along with Matt, we have two new directors, Pam Boyleston and Megan 
McDonald who took office on September 1st.  Treasurer Nicole Bonfoey has moved out of state and 
Brittany Plouffe has been appointed to take her place. Thank you to the members that have stepped 
up to be leaders in our organization moving forward, and to those who have just finished 
serving their terms. 

Last but not least is an interview with Brent Cowley.  Brent is a CRNA who lived in AK for a 
number of years.  This summer he climbed Denali with a group from the charitable 
organization, Radiate Hope.  Read all about his past and upcoming adventures in the CRNA 
interview. 

Because of an email from Jessica Harrison I was able to connect with Brent and include his 
interview in the Newsletter.  So as always, please send me any news, stories, thoughts or 
suggestions.  I would love to have your input.   

In conclusion, I would like to point out that I omitted Chris Logan’s name from the list of officers 
in the previous Newsletter.  A thousand apologies for this inadvertent oversight.  Chris has been 
a mainstay in protecting our practice in this State for many years and deserves recognition.  
Again, please let me know if you see any omissions or would like things added to the 
Newsletter.  I am always appreciative of any feedback. 

 

 

Lois Miller CRNA 
AKANA Newsletter Editor  
shilohrenata@yahoo.com    
(907) 342-5483 
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Education Update                              
 
The education meeting this year was awesome!                                      
We had a great turnout with many members traveling to Anchorage to attend. 
We invited exhibitors for the first time and it was a pleasure to have them. Many 
of you responded to a survey we sent regarding past and future meetings. We 
had lots of good responses and appreciate those of you that took the time to answer the 
survey. As I’ve mentioned before, the meetings are for the members so we appreciate and 
consider any feedback we get. I wanted to recognize the other two ladies that are part of the 
education committee, Brandi Olsen and Julia Gluth. We all worked hard to put together a 
meeting that was educational and enjoyable and we hoped we achieved that. The committee is 
already hard at work on planning the 2020 meeting! All of your CEUs should be showing up on 
your AANA profiles. If not please let me know. Also, don’t forget to email 
akanaeducation@gmail.com if you are interested in the CPC Core Module discount. 
 
Jessica Harrison, DNP, CRNA 
AKANA Education Committee 
817-905-2129 
akanaeducation@gmail.com 
 

 
 
 
Julia Gluth 
Education Committee 
 
 Julia Gluth DNP, CRNA grew up in southeast Alaska. She attended 
undergraduate nursing at the University Alaska Anchorage. After graduation, 
she worked at Providence Alaska Medical Center as a Registered Nurse. 
While there, she spent two years working on the Medical/Oncology floor. 
Subsequently, she worked for three years in the Intensive Care Unit at Providence Alaska 
Medical Center. While there, she was active on the unit education committee. She then 
attended and graduated from the CRNA DNP program at Texas Christian University in Fort 
Worth, Texas. Since graduation she has been employed by Chugach anesthesia. She joined the 
Alaska AANA education committee in 2018. She looks forward to her future endeavors as part 
of this dynamic team.  
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Brandice Olsen           
Education Committee 

 
After growing up and starting her nursing career in the grand Pacific 
Northwest state of  Washington, Brandice Olsen has always had the itch to 
chase her dreams in Alaska. It took some convincing her husband; but they 
relocated to Anchorage in 2002 with a dog and cat in tow. 

 
Like Brandi with Alaska, Mark has always been infatuated with Montana. However now,  
he will not even entertain the notion of moving Outside when she has offered several times to 
reciprocate.  
 
In 2011 Brandi again chased her dreams of becoming a CRNA attending OHSU  
in Portland, Oregon. Meanwhile, Mark stayed behind in Anchorage to build his business.  
Always an advocate of AKANA as a student and delighted to join Chugach Anesthesia as a 
CRNA, Brandi has since integrated her ideas with Jessica Harrison and Julia Gluth on the 
AKANA education committee. We wish to offer the membership high quality, germane, and 
requested content. Please reach out anytime with your own sentiments. In between fishing, 
camping, hiking, and gardening, Brandi will best listen and incorporate your feedback. 
 
 
 
 
 

Annual Meeting Photos 
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Matt Harringer DNP, CRNA 
AKANA President  

 
My original plan of eventually running for president of our state association didn't really start 
out this way!  As most of you know, Chris Logan, who has served our association in many ways 
throughout the years, decided to step down from the president elect position and focus her 
efforts on the APRN Alliance.  Thanks Chris, for all that you have done for our 
association.  However, her departure left a void and with my term on the board expiring, I 
volunteered to follow April Erickson as the President starting this Fall.   
 
A little about me.  I began working as a nurse in 1997, went to CRNA school in 2013 and 
graduated from TCU in 2015.  I have been employed by ANMC ever since.  I've lived in 
Anchorage on and off beginning in 2001, moving here originally as a travel RN.  
 
My wife and I have been living here full time starting in 2010 with our dog and cat in South  
Anchorage.  Somehow, I turned 48 this year.  I'm not sure how that happened.   
 
Agendas and policy thoughts are generally presented when one runs for office, so I thought it was 
only fair for me to present a bit about my thoughts for Alaska CRNAs.  I am not as prolific on 
social media as is perhaps popular these days, so please bear with me if my FaceBook/LinkedIn 
profiles are not up to date.  I am more of a PRO something than ANTI anything person.  While I 
will fight whatever fight that comes our way, I will not promote a negative message.  I wish the 
AkANA to be pro CRNA, not anti MDA/AA.  The board is investigating some AA protective 
legislation that we will continue to pursue over the next session.  I am proud to call myself a 
Nurse Anesthetist, but will support those who wish to call themselves a Nurse 
Anesthesiologist. Most of us are fortunate to work in collaborative or independent practices and 
unnecessarily antagonizing our physician colleagues will not advance our cause.  I would like to 
mend fences with the Alaska Nurse Association.  While we don't need to be full members like we 
were before, having a cordial relationship with our fellow nurses can only benefit us as a 
group.  On a less controversial note, I would like to see leadership involvement from more CRNAs 
in the state.    
 
Probably a bit long winded, but I appreciate the opportunity to help out.  Please call or email 
with any questions or concerns.  I will try to reply as soon as possible.   
 
Matt Harringer 

 

 

 

 

 



Semi-True Stories: The CRNA Interview 

With Brent Cowley 

 
Brent Cowley is a CRNA who started his career in AK in 2013.  Although he now lives in Butte, MT, this 
summer he returned to AK and climbed Denali.  Brent graciously agreed to let me interview him for 
the AKANA Newsletter.   

LM:  How did you get started in mountaineering? 

BC:  I first started climbing in Alaska with Larry Daugherty.  
Larry is a radiologist and a co-founder of Radiating Hope. Larry 
has been involved in a number of outdoor adventures, 
including the Iditarod which he has run three times.  We 
attended the same church, and that’s how we got to know 
each other.  We started out rock climbing together, and from 
there the rest is history.  

LM:  What climbs have you done so far? 

BC:  Besides the Denali climb this summer, last year I climbed 
Kilimanjaro with a group from Radiating Hope.  I also did an 
eleven day mountaineering course in the Cascades in WA.  I 
climbed Rainer, which is only a fourteen thousander. Now I’m 
preparing to climb Everest in April of 2020.   

LM:  Tell me more about your Denali trip 

BC:  Denali was amazing.  It’s one of those mountains that is so majestic.  It seems to project the whole 
persona of Alaska.  In fact, the whole range is beautiful.  It was everything I thought it would be and then 
some.  I had the privilege of going up with a guide named Vern Tejas.  He has climbed Denali 60 times 
and was the first to do a solo winter summit of Denali.  [Ed. Note: Vern Tejas is in the AK Sports Hall of 
Fame.  You can read about him here  http://alaskasportshall.org/inductee/vern-tejas/ ] Vern was our 
lead guide.  It was so amazing to go up with someone who has that much experience.  He has such 
intimate knowledge of the mountain and the whole range and that added to the experience 
substantially.  Denali has been described by some as a long, slow slog that can be miserable at times.  
But honestly, it was a nice gentle slope for much of the way.  We took 21 days to climb the mountain 
and the days were broken up in a way that made things easier.  However, that didn’t take away from the 
difficult conditions we had to go through.  There were multiple days we were pinned down in our tents 
by blizzards  

LM:  What was the longest period of time that you were stuck in your tents? 

BC: Four days.   

LM:  That’s a long time to be in a tent!  

BC:  It was a long stretch and the conditions were pretty brutal.  That was especially true when we got 
up to the high camp. The wind would really pound on the tent walls.  We had a mixture of snow and 
wind during the blizzards.  One day it would snow and the next day we would have wind.  When you are 

http://alaskasportshall.org/inductee/vern-tejas/


mountaineering, you are looking for ideal weather conditions that allow you to go up safely.  You want 
winds that are below 20 MPH for the most part.  If it’s more than that, you can do it, but it can cause low 
visibility and the wind chill factor goes through the roof.  Things become much more dangerous. 

The day we summited, the lowest temperature was about negative 20 and with the wind chill, it was 
about negative 45 degrees.  It was fairly chilly.  Our summit day took seventeen and a half hours.  Ideally 
it shouldn’t take that long, but the weather moved in on us.  We were able to slowly work our way up to 
the summit, but it took longer than it should have.  Having the long daylight hours really helped us.   

LM:  What route did you take to the summit? 

BC:  We climbed the West Buttress, which is the most commonly used route.   

LM:  Was there a lot of traffic on the mountain?  You hear stories about Everest where people are lined 
up waiting to reach the summit. Denali also has a reputation for having some traffic. 

BC:  I don’t know exactly how many were on the mountain, but you definitely saw other people every 
day.  You always wish you had the mountain to yourself, but really, it wasn’t too bad.  Summit day was 
probably the worst because everyone had been pinned down at high camp for a period of time.  We 
were all waiting for the weather window and when it came, it was short.  Our team was one of the only 
ones that summited that day because we pushed through some pretty inclement weather on the 
headwall.  Most of the other teams turned around.  The summit success at that point in the season was 
about 40%.  All of the teams that has summited before ours returned with some frostbite: fingertips and 
noses.  Our team was guided by someone who knew his stuff and over all we were a pretty strong 
group.  We were able to monitor each other pretty well.   

LM:  What day did you summit Denali? 

 

BC:  I can’t actually remember.  I’ll have to look at my phone to see. 

LM:  It sounds like summiting is becoming anticlimactic for you. 

BC:  I’m not much of a dates guy.  I just know we were there 21 days, but I can’t remember the actual 
day we reached the summit.   

LM:  How long did it take you to do the descent? 



 

BC:  Because we were stuck at high camp for so long, and our summit push was so long, we actually ran 
out of time.  We pushed for the summit a day beyond what we were supposed to.  That meant we really 
had to get off the mountain.   We did seventeen and a half hours to the summit, then got back down to 
high camp.  We slept for a couple of hours, then we did thirty six hours from there, straight down.   

Becky Cowley (Brent’s wife): I got a notification on my phone that you reached the summit late in the 
day on June 5th.   

BC:  That sounds right, and we flew off the mountain on June 7th.  It was an exceptionally long push to 
get out.  We didn’t stop to sleep.  We did stop to melt snow because we ran out of water.  It was a long 
slog.   

LM:  How many were on your team?   

BC:  Eleven.  There was one senior guide, two junior guides and eight clients.   

The history of climbing on Denali is amazing.  It goes 
way back to the sourdoughs. They carried a 14 foot 
spruce pole up the mountain and they wanted to put 
it on the top to prove they had actually been there.  
It’s crazy!  We plan the weight of our equipment 
down to the ounce, but these guys carried a log up 
there.   These were people who didn’t know much if 
anything about mountaineering and had very 
primitive equipment. They fashioned their own 
crampons out of tin.  They went to the North 
Summit, which isn’t actually the highest point. The 
South Summit is higher. Regardless, it’s just amazing 

that they carried that pole up there.  They thought they were at the highest point even though it wasn’t.   
And they did it all on a bar room bet.  That feat should not be underestimated. The history of climbing 
on Everest is very cool, but it doesn’t have the same tenacity as you see with the historical climbers of 
Denali.  Those people were representative of the type of people who went to AK in those days.   

Not only did they climb the mountain, but they often had a massive journey just to reach the base of the 
mountain.  It could be anywhere from a month to two weeks, depending on where they started.  Some 
folks today still carry on that tradition.  There were two guys who rode their bikes up the Alcan from 
Utah to Alaska, hiked in over the tundra, and then climbed the mountain.  Most people today fly into 
the glacier and start climbing from there.  It cuts off a lot of time.  It also takes the rivers out of the 



equation.  The river heights can fluctuate greatly in the spring.  The river crossings can be very 
dangerous.  Starting on the glacier cuts that risk out of the trip.  

LM:  Can you share a little more information about Radiating Hope? 

BC: Radiating Hope is a non-profit organization that raises funds for cancer equipment in developing 
countries.  One of the current projects is in Katmandu.  Recently we were able to buy radiation 
equipment to treat cancer patients in that area.  The organization is also working to build housing.  
Because of local laws, the radiation equipment had to be located on the outskirts of the city.  This means 
most patients need to travel some distance to reach the clinic. They need housing when they arrive for 
their treatments, so we are raising money for that.  We also carry prayer flags up the mountains we 
climb for people who have cancer or for their friends and family members. We don’t charge for this, but 
many people choose to donate, and those funds go towards cancer treatment.   

I took over 100 prayer flags up Denali.  Most of them were from patients that Larry knows.  Not all of 
them are cancer patients, some have other health problems, or may be going through a rough time.  
Here in Butte, individuals were very generous and wanted to donate to the cause.  It was a great 
opportunity to be part of that.   

LM:  Moving on to your next 
adventure, how do you handle the 
logistics of an Everest climb? 

BC:  There is a shift away from using 
Western companies on the 8,000 
Meter peaks.  Local companies are 
doing most of the work, which is great 
for the economy of the area.  The 
company we are contracted with is all 
locally owned.  We have to work out 
some of the details, but for the most 
part, they take care of everything.  

LM:  How many will be in your group? 

BC:  There are five of us. 

LM:  What is your strategy for climbing?  expedition style or alpine Style? 

BC:  It will definitely be more expedition style.  Many climbers have moved to the alpine style of fast and 
light, but you still have to account for the time needed to acclimate to the altitude. You also have to be 
ready for bad weather. 

LM:  When do you leave for Everest? 

BC:  I leave in April.  Climbing season ends in late May, so I’ll be gone most of April and May.  We hope 
to summit as early as possible.  Usually the first summit window is around the 10th of May.  Historically 
May 10-20 is the best time to summit.  This year everything got pushed back because of storm systems 
that came through.  That’s why congestion on the mountain was worse than normal.  Everybody waited 
for better weather. Then you have 300 people trying to summit in 3 days, so that’s 100 people a day.  
Also, a lot of people on the mountain may not have very much climbing experience.  Recently the 
Nepalese Department of Travel Services has issued some restrictions for the upcoming climbing season.  
It may be difficult for them to enforce, but it should discourage some individuals that don’t have the 
required experience from attempting to climb Everest.   



LM:  What are some of the differences between climbing Denali and Everest?  I always hear about the 
danger of crevasses on Denali, but not as much on Everest. Is that a factor in climbing Everest? 

BC:  No, Everest has crevasses, maybe not as big as the ones on Denali, but whenever you are crossing 
glaciers there will be crevasses. In early spring, snow is covering much of the glaciers, but as the season 
moves on and the snow melts, they start to open up.  You can see just how massive they are.   

The biggest difference is that Everest has fixed lines, but Denali does not.  The fixed lines make it so that 
you don’t have to be roped to someone else.  You are just roped to the line. On Denali you are relying on 
a roped team.  It’s an intimate relationship.  You are responsible for saving each other if someone falls.   

LM:  Where did you start your CRNA career? 

BC:  I attended anesthesia school at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia and graduated in 
2013. To fund CRNA school, I did a health professions scholarship.  The military gives you a scholarship 
to attend school, then you serve 8 years after graduation.  That was what first brought us to AK. 

While I was doing my anesthesia residency, I met the other co-founder of Radiating Hope, Brandon 
Fisher.  Over the years I met several people from the organization, but I didn’t know that they knew 
each other until later on.  

LM: Where have you worked since becoming a CRNA? 

BC:  I started my CRNA career in Alaska. I was on active duty, so my primary work was at JBER.   I did 
locums at Alaska Surgery Center and Mat-Su.  I had initially planned to work at Mat-Su after I got off 
active duty, but instead we ended up here. We moved to Butte two years ago.  I recently finished 8 
years of military service: 3 on active duty and 5 in the reserves. 

LM:  What kind of practice do you have in Butte? 

BC:  I am in a CRNA only group which has a contract with a hospital and a surgery center.  There is an 
anesthesiologist who works directly for the hospital, but he isn’t a part of our practice.   

This is a smaller community.  We have two interstates that cross here, so we do get occasional trauma, 
but nothing like what you see in Anchorage.  As far as big city trauma such as gunshot wounds, we just 
don’t see it and I’m actually happy about that.   

We have most surgical specialties here but no neurosurgeons or cardiothoracic surgeons.  We do have 
interventionalists who do heart caths which is good for the people in the community. Our call is about 
one in six days.  We can take call from home, but whoever is on first call will be in the hospital a lot.  

It’s a great practice.  I would say my only complaint is it’s not in AK! 

 

Brent and his wife Becky live in MT.  They have five daughters ranging from age 15 to 5.  The girls have 
still not forgiven their parents for moving them away from Alaska…   For more information on 
Radiating Hope, visit  https://www.radiatinghope.org/ 
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